
  1. Get prepared for the move

  Verify which devices will need to be changed over by running a report in your Product Profile(s).
  For each SDL Product profile, click on the profile name and select the three dots in the upper right to Create Report. 

That Microsoft Excel file will list all machines for that profile that are registered/have SDL installs.

Migrating to a new VIP agreement

If you are moving from one VIP with Shared Device licenses (SDL) to a new VIP that will also 
have Shared Device licenses, you must uninstall and deregister each device.
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  Locate the original package installed on the machine.
  The report you have just created will note the package name associated with the device. If you do not have the original 

package—DO NOT PANIC! There is an alternative workflow for removing the software and deregistering the device.
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 Remember:
  You will have to release/delete your domain and directory in the Settings tab and set up your identity in the new agreement 

OR establish a directory trust to the old VIP. The latter is not recommended if you will no longer be using the old VIP.

   2.  You will need to perform the following actions on each machine. There is currently no bulk 
deactivation/package removal feature:

  Windows:
   A: Uninstall each app from "Add/Remove Programs"

   B: Download Licensing toolkit and run: adobe-licensing-toolkit –deactivate

  Mac:
   A: Uninstall apps with: Run the uninstaller for each app under /Applications/Utilities/Adobe Installers/

   B: Download toolkit and run: sudo adobe-licensing-toolkit –deactivate

If you are moving from a VIP with Named User or Device licenses to a VIP with SDL:

 • Fully uninstall all Adobe products from the device, and…

 • Create a new application package for SDL in the new VIP and deploy that to the machine.

 • Review the support documents on the Deployment Landing Page for uninstallation and new package recommendations.

https://helpx.adobe.com/enterprise/using/set-up-identity.html
https://helpx.adobe.com/in/enterprise/using/recover-sdl-licenses.html
https://helpx.adobe.com/in/enterprise/using/recover-sdl-licenses.html

